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Information Sheet 
The Pitch do: 

The children have already learnt about the pitches so, mi and la. The next note is do. The note 

do (also called C) is written on an extra line underneath the first line of the staff, also called a 

ledger line. On the information sheet the children can see which key on the piano creates the 

pitch of the do. 

It is important to make the pitch audible when talking/learning about it. On the teacher 

information sheet wm10ti_so,mi there are several ideas for introducing and practicing pitches. 

It is also important that the students experience the different pitches in a physical way. 

 

(See teacher information sheet wm10ti page 1 and 2: “Introducing pitches” and wirth method 

hand book wm 4.4.4). 

 

Listening Game: 

One child is at the piano. The teacher chooses two notes and draws them on a board or poster 

or says the names (e.g. mi, do). The child at the piano can choose in which order to play these 

two notes (mi – do, or do – mi), and the group has to listen and decide which note was played 

first. 

To answer, the students call out the note which was played first; or they show it on their hand. 

Alternatively, instead of the teacher choosing two notes, another student can choose two notes 

and tell them to the child at the piano. 

 

Melody on the Staff: 

The melody on the staff on the bottom of the page is split into two parts, each two measures 

long. The split is indicated by the double line. The children have already learned about the 

double barline which is used at the end of a song. 

This short melody can be used as a sight reading exercise 

• The children can write the names of the notes underneath the notes. 

• They can clap the rhythm; speak the rhythm (with the syllables da, da-a; or with the 

syllables so, mi, etc.). 

• They can sing the melody without rhythm (with any syllable, e.g. lo lo; or with the 

names of the notes). 

• They can sing the melody in the written rhythm. 

The phrases are separated so the group can repeat the meaning of Adagio and Allegro. First 

sing both phrases in Adagio, then in Allegro. Then sing the first phrase in Adagio and the 

second phrase in Allegro, and then the other way around. 

The teacher can let one child decide which phrase is sung in which tempo. The child who is 

making the decision can then additionally conduct the group in the according tempi. 
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Exercise Sheet wm14a 
Draw the Pitch: 

In this exercise the notation of the pitch is connected to the key on the piano. When the note is 

printed on the staff, the children color the correct key on the piano keyboard. If possible, use 

the color: so = orange, mi = blue, la= green, do = red. There are two pictures of keyboards 

where the black keys first have to be colored in black.  

When the note is indicated on the keyboard, the children write the correct note into the staff.  

Under or above every staff the children can write so, mi, la, or do, according to the pitch 

printed.  

 

Before writing the sing-syllable the class should sing the note. 

 
Answers: do, la, mi, do, do, so 

 

Exercise Sheet wm14b 
Color in the Keys do: 

For this exercise you can see a piano keyboard with all white keys. First the students color the 

black keys with black so that it looks like the keyboard on a real piano. 

Then they fill in the keys that show the note do. Again, try to use the color, red.  

 

Which is Higher? 

As in exercise sheet wm10a and wm11a, the children should determine which note is higher. 

Either they draw an arrow to the circle that points toward the higher note, or they circle the 

higher note. If one note is as high as the other the children put an equal sign into the circle. 

The teacher should make the notes audible: play or sing the notes that are being compared to 

one another. 

Answer: ß , = , ß , ß 

Similar to this exercise, the group can play the listening game from the exercise above, using 

the information from the information sheet. 

 

Write the Melody: 

In this exercise you can see the sing-syllables, but no notes on the staff. Using quarter notes, 

have the children put the corresponding notes onto the staff.  

Ask the children how the end of a melody is marked, once again encouraging them to put a 

double barline line at the end.  

Ask the children what time signature the melody has and let them write this at the beginning. 

After it is written, the group can sing the melody or play it on an instrument. 
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Exercise Sheet wm14c 
Read the Song: 

This is a sight-reading exercise. The children have learned about so, mi, la and do and how 

they are notated on a staff. Once the notes are written on the staff the children should sing the 

melody and its rhythm. 

At first, the teacher can sing and the children imitate. Always maintain the connection between 

what is written and what is being sung, otherwise sight-reading will not be practiced. The 

rhythm and melody of this song can be practiced in various ways: 

 

 

Clapping the rhythm. 

Counting the beats of each measure (1, 2, 3, 4) while clapping the rhythm. 

Speak the rhythm with the syllables “da-a-a-a, da-a-a, da-a, da.” 

Sing the melody on a syllable like “ooh” or “lo.” 

Sing the names of the pitches (syllables) without the specific rhythm. 

Speak the sing-syllables (so, mi, etc.) in the printed rhythm. 

Sing the sing-syllables in the printed rhythm. 

Read the lyrics in the rhythm printed. 

Sing the song with the lyrics. 

 

Read Slow and Fast: 

This is another sight-reading exercise, meant for two voices. The children can write the names 

of the pitches above or beneath the staff. The rhythm and melody can be practiced as the 

exercise above. 

It is easier to read the voices separately at first. The whole group sings the first line (the 

children should point to the notes as they sing), and then the whole group sings the second 

line. The children are then separated into two groups, one singing the first line and the other 

singing the second line. Pay attention to the difference between Adagio and Allegro in order to 

repeat the meaning of these words. 

 
 

Exercise Sheet wm14d 
Finish It: 

This is a composing exercise. Two measures are provided, and the children are encouraged to 

finish the melody.  

Before starting, the children should recognize what time signature is being used. They can 

count the beats, and then write the time signature 4/4 into the beginning. 

One possibility for composing the rest of the song is to write down different note values in 

different pitches (do, mi, so, la), keeping in mind that 4/4 time can only hold four beats per 
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measure. With the help of the teacher the children can then sing that melody; they can decide 

if they like it, or if they should change something. 

Another possibility is to sing the given notes and continue with an improvised melody. If a 

student improvises a melody that has a pitch other than do, mi, so and la, the teacher can tell 

the student that there is a pitch they have not learned yet, and ask if the student wants to keep 

this unknown note in his melody. The teacher can write down the pitch into the student’s staff, 

but ultimately must decide if it makes sense to introduce the name of the note right away, or to 

ignore the name of the note for now. 

 
Write the Melody: 

This is a dictation exercise. The teacher sings or plays the rhythm, and the children write the 

correct notes onto the staff. The teacher can sing the syllables “da, da-a, da-a-a and da-a-a-a,” 

sing the names of the pitches, or play the melody on the piano. 

Repeat each phrase at least once. The phrases can be split in half at first, since remembering 

such a long melody can be difficult. Ask the children if they understood or if they need to hear 

it again. Repeat as often as necessary and be as clear as possible; if it is still difficult nod your 

head to the beat while singing the melody. The children can count the beats to see if they have 

the correct sum per measure. 

On the first staff there is already a treble clef. Before using another staff, a treble clef should 

always be drawn, followed by the time signature. The teacher can tell the children the time 

signature of the dictation or play the whole melody and let the children guess the time 

signature on their own. Be sure to play with a clear accent on every first beat. It might also 

help to put down measure lines, so that it is clear beforehand that the melody is four or eight 

measures long. 

 
Answer: 
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